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1. The multi-function machine with B-axis 
       can have bevel  angle drilling and cutting   
       work easily.

2. The B-axis is driven by DD built-in motor, 
       the best torque is 1200Nm, and  with 
       curved coupling it can easy do a heavy 
       cutting  job shop work and also curved 
       surface milling.

3. The machine use special Electro Spindle, 
      the spindle speed can  reach 12000rpm 
      and torque 103Nm, it is a special machine 
      for rough and final cutting need.

4. The Y-axis design with orthogonal type 
       is available for complete movement to 
       match with our moving column  
       machine structure.

5. 15”chuck (C-axis) + servo tailstock 
      (build-in M.T #6) + 60 tools   ATC (Capto 
      C6) + 1550mm Z-axis travel +  B-axis  
      (-10°~+230°)=Perfect machine.

■ B axis travel 240˚ (-10˚~+230˚)
• The B-axis is driven by DD built-in motor, 

the best torque is 1200Nm, and with curved 
coupling it can easily do a heavy cutting job 
shop work and also curved surface milling.

• FULL Telescopic cover protection

• Vertical tool orientation.

• The mating of the cylinder and the taper is carried out in the
   same direction, the machining of the taper groove in counter 

direction.

Test Workpiece for The 5-Axis Simultaneous  
Milling Machining 

5-axis Simultaneous Machining
Without Dead Angle
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■ Additional magazine for 3 
     extra tools

  (toolslength 500mm).O.P.T

■ Servo tailstock

FEA – optimized design 12”,15”,20” chuck available

12” 15” 20”

B axis : 240゜(-10゜~+230゜), clamping indexing 5゜ seperation 
            brake clamping indexing 0.0001゜.

With the clutch design in B Axis, while turning it is available for 
positioning in each 5 degree by this rigid structure. While machining, 
it is also available for B axis to exchange to DD motor type with 
0.0001 indexing high level accuracy positioning.

Spindle coolant nozzle(standard). 

C axis : hold through spindle Ø85~180.Spindle torque 524 Nm.

■ 

■ 

■

■

box structure column design, selected dual ball screw 
central drive, without counter-weight to keep high 
performance in 3D-profile, and diameter 45 roller             
type guide way.
Dual-driven System on X-axis
Controls vibration, and optimizes the quality of 
machined surfaces.

square ram structure design, This kind of 
diagonal structure design to maintain the 
structural motion Stability.

big span design(662 mm), diameter 55 roller type 
guide way.

■  X axis :

■ Y axis :  
 

■ Z axis :

■ Five axes linear scale(as standard).

■ Servo tailstock.
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